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As the population grows, the scope and public sejrvice of the life
insurance business expands. Over the thirteen years (I9U8-196O) covered
by this study, life insurance ownership grew steadily. At the end of
19^9j "six out of seven families had one or more members owning life
insurance,Yet with this wide coverage, Mr. Clarence J. Myers, Presi¬
dent of the Life Insvirance Association of America in 1959> stated that
"companies were providing only the thinnest blanket of protection."^
It is often stated that Atlanta Life Insurance Company, the
largest Negro-owned stock coii?5any in the United States, has achieved
success. In Best's Life Insurance Reports for i960, one will find this
statements "The resxilts achieved by this con^jany have been very favor¬
able," What is Atlanta Life's relative growth in terms of insurance in
force and its position with competing con^sanies? Are Atlanta Life's
agents, in particular, taking advantage of the oft-mentioned unlimited
opportunities in the insurance industry by providing the necessary
coverage^ to policyholders? Has the company's share of the total insur¬
ance market continued to increase over the years? These are several of
the questions that the writer will consider in this study of instirance
in force in Atlanta Life Insurance Company.
iLife Insurance Association of America, Proceedings of the 53rd
Annual Meeting (New York, 1959)* p. 13.
^Ibid.
3This necessary coverage, which is clearly defined by Huebner in
his book entitled life Insurance, is "the economic value of the bread¬
winner, his capability of earning for others beyond the limits of his
own self-maintenance" or "the insurable value of man's economic possi¬
bilities."
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Purpose and scope. This study of insurance in force in Atlanta
Life Insurance Compamy, I9U8-I96O, is intended to reflect the position
of Atlanta Life relative to selected con5)anies in the states irtiere the
company operates— (1) Alabama, (2) Florida, (3) Georgia, (U) Illinois,
(5) Kansas, (6) Kentucky, (7) Michigan, (8) Missouri, (9) Ohio, (10) Texas,
and (11) Tennessee. The writer will indicate the rates of growth for
Atlanta Life and selected companies at the end of 19ii8, 1953j and 1960;
the distribution (in absolute and relative terras) of insurance in force
by classes—ordinary, group, and industrial—in Atlanta Life at the end
of the same periods; the leading Negro con^anies among Negro companies
in each state considered; and the rank of selected companies at the end
of 19li8 and 19^9 on the basis of ordinary and industrial insurance in
force.
Procedure. Insurance in force data classes were obtained from
the Insurance Year Book, 19U9 through 196l editions, for all Negro com¬
panies operating in the eleven states ^diere Atlanta Life operates and for
five selected conpanies. The five "other coii5)anies" were the ranking
(leading) companies in terms of ordinary insurance in force at the end of
I9U8. Inmediately, it might be said that by using the five leading com¬
panies to cOTipare with Negro coii?)anies, one would expect them (the five
companies) to have a faster rate of growth. However, these conqjanies
may hold a different position when one considers other classes of insur¬
ance. Furthermore, the number of con^janies and insurance in force in
other companies have increased tremendously each year thereby causing
shifts in rank over the period of this study. So no bias has been used
in the selection of these con^ianies.
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All Negro con^janies were considered in a group as well as the five
selected companies so that the percentage calculations for each groupwould
be more meaningful. The following percentages were calculated for the said
companies: (a) the per cent of the market held in each classification—
ordinary, grovp, and industrial—for the individual Negro conpanies to
total Negro business in each state, (b) the per cent , . . by each of the
five companies to the total in the state, (c) the per cent of total Negro
insurance in force in each classification to total insurance in force in
each class, (d) the per cent of the total business by the five "other
companies" in each class to the total in a particular class; that is, the
per cent of the market held on the basis of ordinary, group, and indus-
tjpial insurance which was determined merely by adding the percentages
obtained in item (b) above, and (e) the per cent of total Negro risks in
force to total risks in force.
The companies considered in the states where Atlanta Life operates
were followed over the same period. However, the writer does not intend
to expound on the data and calculations concerning the five selected com¬
panies or Negro companies since the study primarily concerns Atlanta Life.
Companies will be cited individually or together insofar as it is necessary
to do so for clarity.
The rank of Atlanta Life in each state in terms of total ordinary
and industrial business was determined for 19U8 and 1959. In several
states, the position of selected competing companies was also determined
by counting the total number of companies that had more business in force
than the company being considered. A determination of the rank of selected
companies would have required an exhaustive amount of calculation since
h
total insurance in force figures for each company were not given in the
so\H*ces that were used by the writer.
Limitations. In comparing total Negro insurance in force to
total insurance in force in each of the selected states, no allowance
will be made for the fact that most Negro companies do not write group
insurance. Since Atlanta Life does not write group insurance, very little
will be said concerning this type of insurance.
Data obtained from the Insurance Year Book are incorrect in some
cases due to printing errors. As a result, some of the writer’s calcu¬
lations may be sli^tly off.
The length of time a con^any has been in existence will be dis¬
regarded in most instances when making coiqjarisons although this may be
of some significance insofar as the share of the market and rate of
growth are concerned.
Only "legal reserve" life insxirance companies will be considered
in this study because of the difficulty of obtaining infomation about
the other companies that have not met the specific requirements of the
states in which they operate to be so classified.
Definition and explanation of terms.
Insurance in force is the total amount of insurance "under contracts
in force."
Ordinary life insurance is the individually purchased protection
usually issued in units of $1,000 or more and represents the major share
of life instrance protection in force.
Group life insurance represents life insurance ownership for groups
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of persons, chiefly wage and salary workers, through contracts issued to
their employers and unions.
Industrial life insurance, the individually purchased small-unit
type of life insurance, is usually issued in units up to $5t)0.
The phrase risks in force is used synonymously wi th insurance in
force; therefore, it has reference to the amount of insurance in force
rather than the number of policies in force.
Companies that are not primarily owned and managed by Negroes are
referred to as other companies.
The total number of life insurance companies operating in a certain
state is referred to by the writer as "all companies."
Sources of data. The writer obtained the data used in this study
fron the following sources:
1. Life Insurance Fact Book, 19h91 19?li, and 1961 editions
2. Seventeenth Census of the United States: 1950
3. United States Census of Population, I960—Advance Reports
U, Best’s Life Insurance Reports, 19i:9, 195U, and 1961
5. The Spectator magazines
• Insurance Year Book, 19U9 through 19616
CHAPTER II
AN ANALYSIS OF INSURANCE IN FORCE IN ATLANTA LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY AND SELECTED COMPANIES OPERATING
IN ELEVEN STATES AT THE END OF 19li8 & I960
At the end of 19U8, Atlanta Life Insurance Company was operating
in nine states with a total of .'|133>l81i thousand worth of life insurance
in force (ordinary and industrial). Thirteen years later> life insur¬
ance in force in eleven states amounted to $176,12U thousand. These
figures are impressive, but is Atlanta Life doing as well as other life
insurance companies in the states considered? Has the company been
experiencing an increasing or decreasing rate of growth?
Certainly, an analysis of insurance in force is necessary in
this highly-competitive industry. One cannot assume that the company is
doing well by glancing at absolute figures alone. Relative figures are
more revealing and beneficial~but more so if they are compared with
similar data pertaining to other companies !
An insurance company mtist consider the size of the population,
population increases, the changing needs of policy owners, and the
average size of policies purchased. By considering the foregoing
factors~and others~a company can increase insurance in force at the
same rate as the average conpany in the industry if not at the same
rate as the leader in the industry.
Life Insurance in Force at the End of 19li8. At the close of
I9U8, Atlanta Life had $20,16? thousand worth of insurance in fcrce in Alabama.
The total for the three Negro companies operating in the state was $35,575
thousand. At the end of the same peidod, all companies operating in the
6
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state had $2,392,232 thousand worth of insurance in force. (TABLE 1)
In Florida, Atlanta life had 27 per cent or $l6,33U thousand of
the total risks in force in Negro companies which amounted to $59,717
tho\isand. Life insurance in force in the state was$2,690,259 thousand.
In the home state (Georgia), Atlanta Life had $29*128 thousand
or 30 per cent of the $95,7U9 thousand in Negro companies. All com¬
panies reported instance in force of $3*310,li77 thousand at the end of
the same period,
Atlanta Life was not operating in Illinois and Michigan at the
end of I9I48. Negro companies had $hO,l68 thousand worth of insurance
in force while state life insurance companies reported a total of
$15,305,132 thousand. Insurance in force in Michigan was $9,19li,983
thousand. Negro companies had only $UU,U67 thoTisand of this amount.
It is true that Atlanta Life held 70 per cent of the total
Negro business in force in Kansas at the end of 19U8, but this "large”
percent only represented $3,162 thousand worth of insurance. Insurance
in force in Negro companies was $U,529 thousand while all companies
carried $2,050,229 thousand worth of life insvirance.
Life insurance in force in Kentucky companies was $2,338,573
thousand. Insurance in force in Atlanta Life was $3,U5l thousand com¬
pared to $23,9li6 thousand in Negro companies.
Of the $5,U2l4,70U thousand worth of life insiirance in force in
Missotiri, Atlanta Life had only $9,261 thousand on the company's books.
The total for the companies primarily owned and managed by Negroes was
$19,687 thousand.
At Ihe end of 19U9, Ohio companies reported $13,282,26U thousand
8
TABLE 1
LIFE INSURANCE IN FORCE IN COMPANIES OPERATING
IN ELEVEN STATES AT THE END OF 19U8, 1953> & I960
(Figures in Thousands)
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Source: Spectator Company, Insurance Year Book, 19U9, 19’^ht 1961.
worth of insurance in force. Negro con^janies in the state had $63,902
thousand worth of insurance in force. Over 13 per cent or $8,823 thou¬
sand of this amount was in force in Atlanta Life,
In Tennessee, life insurance in force amounted to $2,865,781
thousand. Negro companies reported $hO,257 thousand; Atlanta Life,
$11,525 thousand.
A state as large as Texas had only $66,663 thousand worth of
insurance in force in Negro-owned and managed companies, Atlanta L5fe
having practically half of this amount or $31i333« Life insurance for
the state totaled $7>687,6U6 thousand.
Of the eleven states considered, Negro con5)anies in CJeorgia,
Texas, and Ohio accounted for the largest amount of Negro insurance
in force
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Atlanta Life had more insurance in force in Texas ($31>333 thousand) than
in any other state. However, insurance in force in the home state was
$29,128 thousand and the branches in Alabama followed with policies in
force worth $20,167 thousand.
Insurance in force at the end of i960. ?y December 31j I960,
insurance in force at the coii5)any branches operating in Alabama had in¬
creased $702 thousand to $20,8^ thousand. This figure represented an
increase over 19U8 of only U per cent. Insurance in force in Negro com¬
panies increased by $56,361 thousand, an increase of l58 per cent. When
one considers all con^anies in the state of Alabama, insurance in force
increased $5,706,58U thousand or 239 per cent. Prudential Insurance
Company had an increase of 331 per cent; Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company, 212 per cent (TABLE li;). Insurance in force in all Negro com¬
panies was $91,936 thousand and $8,098,816 thousand in all companies.
(TABLE 2) For the amount and per cent of increase in insurance in force
for the periods 19l;8-1953 and 1953-1959, see the Appendix, TABLE 15.
Over the thirteen-year period covered by this study, insurance
in force at the Florida branches of Atlanta Life increased 23 per cent
or $3,786 thousand compared to an increase of 23 per cent, $13,620
thousand, in the Negro con^janies operating at the end of i960. The in¬
crease in insurance in force for all coinpanies in the state was k26 per
cent or $11,U66,786 thousand. Gulf Life Insurance Comparer and Metro¬
politan Life had increases of 2U0 per cent and 320 per cent respectively,
Afro-American Life Insurance Company had an increase of 2 per cent.
Insurance in force for Atlanta Life, Negro conptanies, and all companies




INCREASE IN INSURANCE IN FORCE IN COMPANIES
OPERATING IN ELEVEN STATES FOR THE PERIOD 19^8-1960





ATLANTA LIFE $> 702 1*
Negro Companies 56,361 158
All Companies 5,706,58U 239
Florida
ATLANTA LIFE 3,786 23
Negro Con^janies 13,620 23
All Companies 11,U66,786 1*26
Georgia
ATLANTA LIFE U,673 16
Negro Companies 5,527 6
All Companies 7,717,909 233
Illinois
ATUNTA LIFE U,605 .
Negro Companies 131,071 326
All Companies 25,1*57,958 166
Kansas
ATLANTA LIFE 1*2 1
Negro Companies 2,531* 56
All Conpanies 1* ,01*1* ,1*19 197
Kentucky
-62ATLANTA LIFE -2
Negro Conpanies 20,781* 87
All Companies 1*,232,921* I8l
Michigan
ATUNTA LIFE 2,025 • e
Negro Conpanies 81,308 183
All Companies 17,382,31*9 189
*Not operating in these states at the end of 19U8,
Note* Percentages have been rounded to the decimal point.
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ATLANTA LIFE $ 3,839 U2
Negro Canpanies 11,538 59
All Companies 8,713,890 161
Ohio
ATLANTA LIFE 7,Ui7 81*
Negro Companies 38,8U9 61
All Companies 22,130,836 167
Tennessee
ATLANTA LIFE 5,681 1*9
Negro Conqjanies 37,357 93
All Companies 6,395,589 223
Texas
ATLANTA LIFE 10,202 33
Negro Ccmipanies 33,89U 51
All Companies 21,ii91,9l6 280
Sources Ccsnputed from information obtained from the
Insurance Year Book, 19li9 and I96I editions.
Insurance in force in Georgia con^janies was three times the I9I4.8
figure while life insurance in force in Atlanta Life and Negro companies
(as a grov^j) in the state far from matched the 19U8 figure in terms of
increases in insurance in force. Percentagewise, life insvirance sales
for all companies increased 233 per cent conpared to I6 per cent in
Atlanta Life and 6 per cent in all Negro companies. Guaranty Life Insur¬
ance Company actually experienced a loss of 9 per cent over the 13-year
period. Insvrance in force in Atlanta Life was $33,801 thousand; in all
Negro companies, $101,276 thousand; and in all companies, $11,028,386
thousand
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Atlanta Life did not have company branches operating in Illinois
at the end of 19^8, The con^jar^ had begun operating there by 195^3> how¬
ever. Insurance in force in the company offices located in the state
was thousand. Negro business in force had increased $131>071
thousand to $171>239 thousand. Life insurance in force for all com¬
panies was $ii0,763>090 thousand, an increase of $25,14^7,958 thousand. It
is notable that the percentage increase was almost twice as much for the
Negro con?)anies as it was for all companies operating in Illinois. Insur¬
ance in force in Negro companies increased 326 per cent compared to an
increase of 166 per cent in all conqpanies. (Figure 1)
Kansas companies increased risks in force to $6,09l4,6l48 thousand,
an increase of $U,Olii4,Ul9 thousand. Negro managed companies only accounted
for $2,53U thousand of this increase, Atlanta Life having an Increase of
$U2 thousand, Atlanta Life's business in Kansas totaled $3,20l4 thousand
while total Negro business was $7,063 thousand. Supreme liberty had a
decrease of 27 per cent over the 13-year period,
Atlanta Life reported insurance in force in Kentucky worth $3,389
thousand, a decrease of 2 per cent ($62 thousand) compared to the 19143
amount, Negro companies had insurance in force of $liU,730 thousand, an
increase of 8? per cent. There was an increase of l8l per cent or
$U,232,92U thousand by all companies totaling $6,571,li97 thousand. In
Kentucky, Commonwealth life Insurance Company reported insurance in
force of $667,208 thousand. This company's increase in risks in force
was 261 per cent over I9I48. Mammoth life and Accident Insurance Conpany
had an increase of 156 per cent.
p,G. ^.''P^^centase Changes in Insurance in Force in Companies Operating in




















Atlanta life had $2,02? thousand worth of insurance in force in
Michigan at the end of i960. Negro companies showed an increase of $8l,308
thousand con^sared to an increase of $17,382,3U9 thousand by all companies
authorized to sell life insurance in Michigan. Risks in force in all com¬
panies totaled $26,?77,332 thousand; Negro companies were responsible for
$12?,77? thousand. The percentage increase of 183 per cent for Negro
companies was nearly the same as the percentage increase (I89 per cent)
for all companies operating in Michigan,
Missouri companies entered I96I with insurance in force of
$lij,138,?9U thousand. These companies experienced an increase in risks
in force of $8,713,890 thousand, I6I per cent. Risks in force in Negro
companies was $31,22? thousand with $11,?38 thousand (?9 per cent) repre¬
senting the increase over I9U8, In the same state, Atlanta Life had an
Increase of $3,839 thousand or k2 per cent, making a total of $13,100
thousand in policies in force.
By the end of I960, Atlanta Life had $16,270 thousand worth of
insurance in force in Ohio. Eighty-four per cent or $7,l»U7 thousand had
been added since the beginning of the period. Insurance in force in
Negro companies had increased 6l per cent ($38,8U9 thousand); insurance
in force in these companies was $102,7?1 thousand. Total insurance in
force increased $22,130,836 thousand or I67 per cent, amounting to
$3?,U13,100 thousand.
Total Tennessee business more than doubled, having increased
$6,39?,?89 thousand or 223 per cent. Insurance in force in all Negro
companies increased 93 per cent over the 19il8 amount. However, Atlanta
Life only experienced a k9 per cent increase. In absolute terms, risks
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in force were $17#206 thousand in Atlanta Life, $333 thousand less than
the 19^9 figxirej $77»6lh thousand in all Negro conqpanies; and 19,261,370
thousand for the state.
The life insurance companies operating in Texas at the end of
i960 experienced an increase in insurance in force over the 19U9 figure
of 280 per cent, an absolute increase of $21,U91»9l6 thousand. Insurance
in force in these companies was $29,179,1562 thousand. The increase for
Atlanta Life and for the Negro coitq^anies operating in the state was less
than 100 per cent. Atlanta life had an increase of $10,202 thousand
(33 per cent) while Negro companies had an increase of $33t^9k thousand
(5l per cent). Insurance in force in Atlanta Life was $lil,?35 thousand
and $100,557 thousand in Negro companies at the end of i960.
In summary, then, Atlanta Life had the largest absolute increase
in insurance in force between 19^8 and i960 in Texas ($10,202 thousand)
followed by the increases in the branches operating in Ohio ($7,iil47
thousand) and Tennessee ($5,681 thousand). However, the largest percentage
increase by Atlanta Life branches, excluding states vrtiere no business was
written at the end of 19U8, was in Ohio (81i per cent) with Tennessee
business showing a U9 per cent increase over the 19U8 figure.
Rank of Selected Companies Operating in
Eleven States at the End of 19U8 & 1959
An analysis of the ranks of companies based on ordinary and indus¬
trial insTirance in force in eleven states indicates that a corspany may rank
much higher in one class than in another. Companies were not ranked on the
basis of group insurance in force inasmuch as most Negro conpanies write
little or no group insurance.
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Considering the total number of companies writing both ordinary
and industrial insurance at the end of 19U8 and 1959» how did Atlanta
Life rank in the states where the con?)any operates? In other words, how
many competitors wrote more ordinary and industrial business than Atlanta
Life or how many companies wrote less of the said business than Atlanta
Life?
At the end of 19U8, there were 9U con?3anies writing ordinary
ins\irance in Alabama, Among these conpanies, Atlanta Life was 51i. V/hen
one considers the 28 coitpanies issuing industrial policies, Atlanta Life
was 10, Going into I960, there were 226 companies selling ordinary
insurance, an increase of 132 companies over the 12-year period. Atlanta
Life was 82. There were now hi conpanies with industrial insurance on
their books, Atlanta Life held the 19th position, (TABLE 3)
In Florida, there were 88 conpanies with ordinary insurance in
force on December 31# 19U8. Atlanta Life ranked 59; the conpany’s
position at the end of 1959 was lUO as 188 companies entered the ordinary
field between 19U9 and 1959. Industrial insurance was written by 2h com¬
panies, Atlanta Life having the 12th largest amount of industrial insur¬
ance in force at the end of 19U8, By December 31> 1959* U9 companies
sold industrial insurance. Twenty-one companies wrote more industrial
insurance than Atlanta Life at that time, Afro-American Life Insurance
Company and Central Life Insurance Company were 1? and 18 respectively;
Pilgrim Health and Life Insurance Company was 33.
There were 99 companies that sold ordinary insurance operating
in Georgia at the beginning of this study compared to 2l8 at the end of
1959. In the former instance, 53 companies had more ordinary business -than
18
TABLE 3
RANKINGS FOR SELECTED COMPANIES IN ELEVEN STATES
AT THE END OF 19ii8 & 19^9
State
0 R D I N
19l|8
No. of Cos. Rank
ARY
1959
No. of Cos. Rank
INDUS
i9a8
No. of Cos. Rank













Florida 88 276 2a a9
ATLANTA LIFE 59 liiO 12 22
Afro-American 50 12a 8 17
Central Life 73 lai 11 18




ATLANTA LIFE 5a 15 16
Afro-Ameid.can 70 98 17 22
Guaranty Life 81 ia6 20 25
N. C, Mutual 57 72 19 19
Pilgrim H. & L. 52 81 la 17
Illinois 130 236 2\i 39






















TABLE 3 ““ Continvied
State
0 R D I N
19i;8
No. of Cos. Rank
ARY
1959
No. of Cos* Rank
INDUS
191*8
No. of Cos, Rank
T R I 4 L
1959
No, of Cos, Rank
Michigan 117 197 13 21*
ATLANTA LIFE ♦ liil 18
Missouri 131 220 20 31
ATLANTA LIFE 81 96 12 13
Ohio 133 213 27 37
ATLANTA LIFE 100 117 18 19
Chicago Met. ♦ 187 ♦ 31
Dunbar Life 108 ♦ N.A. N.A.
Domestic L. & A, 103 11*1 16 18
Great Lakes 130 158 25 23
Mammoth L. & A. 128 126 19 21
Supreme Liberty 78 88 N.A. N.A.
Victory Mutual 101 127 Tf fl
Tennessee 91 222 23 38
ATLANTA LIFE 66 83 11* 16
Texas 15U 39U 25 30
ATIANTA LIFE 95 169 10 12
Golden State 13U 170 22 22
Universal Life 108 211* 12 10
♦Not operating in the state considered at that time,
Notej Figures needed to derive the rank were "N.A.” (Not Available)
Source* Obtained from data found in the Insurance Year Book, 19U9 & I960.
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Atlanta Life; there were 7? companies in the latter case. Industrial
business was carried by 33 companies on December 31# 19U8 and by U8
companies on December 31> 1959• Atlanta Life had more industrial insur¬
ance in force than 18 companies in the first case and more industrial
insurance in force than 32 companies in the second case. The said company
held positions of 15 and 16 respectively. (For the rank of other coi^anies
operating in the state, see TABLE 3«) Atlanta Life had more industrial
insurance in force in Georgia, at the end of 19U8 and 1959, than Prudential
Insurance Company, one of the five leading companies in the state on the
basis of ordinary insurance in force at the end of 19U8, Atlanta Life
ranked 1.5 with industrial insurance in force worth $2li,2l6 thousand at tte
end of 19U8. Prudential ranked 18, industrial insurance in force amounting
to ^>10,279 thousand. On December 31, 1959, Atlanta Life's industrial insur¬
ance in force was $2li,213 thousand; the conpany's rank was l6 con^jared to
$10,279 thousand worth of industrial insurance in force and a rank of 23
by Prudential Insurance Company, for example. However, ordinary insurance
in Prudential was 35 times greater than ordinary insurance in Atlanta Life.
There were 130 con^ianies selling ordinary policies in Illinois at
the end of 19U8 and 2h selling industrial policies. There were 236 com¬
panies operating in the state at the end of 1959, Atlanta Life ranking
207 on the basis of ordinary insurance in force. There were only 39 com¬
panies selling industrial insurance; Atlanta Life was 28. Mchigan life
insurance companies numbered 117 at the end of 19U8 conpared to 197 at
the end of 1959* Atlanta Life ranked liil at the end of 1959 even though
there was no company branch in Michigan at the end of 19U8. Industrial
insurance was sold by 13 conpanies compared to 2h conpanies at the end of
1959* Atlanta life was in the l8th position.
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Ordinary business in Kansas was sold by 106 companies at the end
of 19li8 compared to 178 conpanies going into Janxaary I960, Atlanta Life
was 7ii at the end of the first period and 9U at the end of the second
period. Industrial insurance was sold by lli companies on December 31>
19U8 and 18 at the end of 19^9• Atlanta Life was 7 and 11 respectively.
In Kentucky, ordinary business was written by 108 companies at
the beginning of the period and 200 companies 12 years later, Atlanta
Life was 73 and 106, Twenty-four conpanies were selling industrial
policies at the end of 19^8 compared to 26 companies at the end of 19?9,
Atlanta Life having a position of 19 and 20 respectively. However, only
two additional conpanies sold industrial insurance at the end of 19^9*
Ordinary insurance in MissoTiri was sold by 131 conpanies at the
beginning of this study while there were 220 conpanies at the end of 1959,
Atlanta Life was 81 and 96 respectively on the basis of ordinary instance
in force. Twenty conpanies wrote industidal insurance at the end of 19lt8
and 31 at the end of 1959> Atlanta Life having a position of 12 and 13 at
the end of the respective periods even though 11 companies entered during
the 12-year period.
On December 31, 19li8, there were 133 conpanies in Ohio selling
ordinary insurance. There were 99 conpanies writing more ordinary business
than Atlanta life at the time. Supreme Liberty Life Insurance Conpany
ranked 78 while all other Negro companies wrote less ordinary business
than Atlanta life. By the end of 1959* there were 213 conpanies operating
in Ohio. There were ll6 companies with more ordinary business in force
than Atlanta Life, Supreme Liberty still held more oj?dinary insurance
than Atlanta Life, but the conpany*s position had shifted to 88. Indus-
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trial insurance in force was distributed among 27 companies at the end of
19^8 and 37 companies at the end of 1959* Atlanta Life was l8 and 19,
Both Supreme Liberty and Domestic Life & Accident Insurance Company had
more industrial insurance in force than Atlanta Life at the beginning and
end of the period, (TABLE 3)
Corqsanies in Tennessee selling ordinary policies numbered 91 on
December 31> 19U8 and 222 on December 31* 1959. Approximately two-thirds
of the companies had a larger amount of ordinary insurance than Atlanta
Life in both instances. Industrial insurance was sold by 23 conqjanies at
the beginning of the period and 38 at the end of the period, Atlanta Life
was lli and l6.
The number of companies selling ordinary insurance in Texas at
the end of 19li8 was l?Ii, By the end of 1959* the number of companies
had more than doubled totaling 39h» Atlanta Life was 9? and 170 at the
end of each period, Industiial policies were sold by 2^ companies.
Twelve years later only 30 companies were selling all of the industrial
business in that state, Atlanta Life was 10 and 12,
Rank of two leaders , , . , As the writer mentioned at the outset,
the "other" companies selected were the five leading companies in ordinary
life insurance in force at the end of 19li8, Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company and Prudential Insurance Company were in the top five in 10
states considered in this study on December 31, 19i;8, At the end of 19^9»
Metropolitan was still in the top five on the basis of ordinary insurance
in force in 10 states (TABLE ii)j Prudential was in the top five in all
11 states. However, Metropolitan had more ordinary business in force
23
TABLE h
RANK OF TWO LEADERS IN ELEVEN STATES ON THE BASIS OF










Alabama 3 2 f'P 1:
Florida 1 2 2 1
Georgia 1 1 3 2
Illinois 1 1 2 2
Kansas 3 3 1 1
Kentucky 1 1 2 3
Michigan 1 1 2 2
Missouri 1 1 2 2
Ohio 2 2 1 1
Tennessee 1 1 3 2
Texas * « 3
*Not in leading 5 companies.
Source: Obtained from The Spectator magazine, November I960 and
the Insurance Year Book, 191:9•
in 7 states than its competitor. Prudential. Metropolitan held the
#1 position in six of the eleven states at the end of 1959 whereas the
company had led in 7 states at the end of 191:8, Prudential was the
leader in only 3 states at the end of 1959 compared with 2 states at the
end of 191:8,
Leaders in Ordinary and Industrial Life at the End of I960.
TABLE 5, which gives the rank of the selected companies selling
2h
TABLE 5
LEADING COMPANIES IN ORDINARY AND INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE
IN ELEVEN STATES AT THE END OF I960
STATE ORDINARY* INDUSTRIAL*
Alabama lAbeirby National Liberty National
New York Life Mutual Savinprs
Metropolitan Life Life Insur. Co. of Ga.
Prudential Insur. Co. Independent, Fla.
Equitable Li fe , N, Y. National L. & A.
Florida Prudential Insur. Co. Independent, Fla.
Metropolitan Life Gulf Life
New York Life Life Insur. Co, of Ga.
Gulf Life Metropolitan Life
Equitable Life, N. Y. Liberty National
Georg^ia Metropolitan Life Life Insur. Co. of Ga.
Prudential Insur. Co. Liberty National
New York Life National L. & A.
Massachusetts Mutual Metropolitan
National Life, Vt. Gulf Life
Illinois Metropolitan Life Metropolitan Life
Prudential Insur. Co. Prudential Insxir. Co.
New York Life Western & Southern
Equitable Life, N. Y. John Hancock
Northwestern Mutual National L. & A.
Kansas Prudential Insur. Co. National L. & A.
New York Life Prudential Insur. Co.
Metropolitan Life Metropolitan life
Equitable Life, N. Y. American National
Northwestern Mutual Western & Southern
Kentucky Metropolitan Life Commonwealth Life
Commonwealth Life Metropolitan life
Prudential Insur. Co. National L. & A.
Mutual Benefit Western & Southern
Northwestern Mutual life Casualty, Tenn.
Michigan Metropolitan Life Metropolitan Life
Prudential Insur. Co. Prudential Insur. Co.
Equitable Life, N, Y. Western & Southern
Northwestern Mutual John Hancock
New York Life National L. & A.
■sCompanies are listed in order of rank.
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TABLE 5 ~ Continued
STATE ORDINARY INDUSTRIAL
Missouri Metropolitan life Metropolitan Life
Prudential Insur. Co. Prudential Insur, Co,
New York Life National L, & A.
Equitable Life, N. Y. Reliable Life
John Hancock Western & Southern
Ohio Prudential Insur, Co. Western & Southern
Metropolitan Life Metropolitan Life
New York Life Prudential Insur. Co,
Northwestern Mutual National L. & A.
Western & Southern American L, & A.
Tennessee Metropolitan Life National L. & A,
New York Life Home Beneficial Life
Prudential Insur. Co. Metropolitan Life
Equitable Life, N. Y. life Insuf. Co. of Ga,
Northwestern Mutual life Casualty, Tenn,
Texas Southwestern American National
American National National L. & A.
Prudential Insur. Co. Reliable Life
Great Southern Universal L. & A,
of Texas
Southland Washington National
Source: The Spectator3 Vol. l69j No. 11 (November, I96I)
pp, ‘51-56.
ordinary and industrial policies at the end of I960, indicates that no
company leads in every line that it writes. The writer mentioned that
Metropolitan life was in the top 5 in 10 states and that Prudential was
in the top 5 in 11 states in terms of ordinary insurance in force. A
consideration of industrial risks in force shows that Metropolitan Life
was in the top 5 in 9 states. Prudential in 5. It is evident, therefore,
that Metropolitan and Prudential have held positions of leadership
throughout the period under consideration.
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The writer has cited Metropolitan and Prudential since these com¬
panies had risks in force in all or nearly all of the states considered.
This analysis of the position of companies at the end of selected
periods shows that a company must meet competition as it is, not as it
was.
Some companies have reached the top and fallen again;
still others though of recent origin have pained in ascen¬
dancy in public esteem by meeting present needs with modern
tools. An insurance company to lead must inspire its sales¬
men, offer equitable contracts at a reasonable cost, and pay
claims with reasonable promptness.^
^T, J, V. Cullen, "Guide to All Market Leaders: Prestige from
Leadership," The Spectator, Vol. l68. No. 11 (November, I960), p, 70
CHAPTER III
INSURANCE IN FORCE IN NEGRO COMPANIES OPERATING
IN ELEVEN STATES AT TliE END OF I9I48 & I96O
This section will indicate Atlanta Life's share of the Negro
market as well as indicate the amount, per cent, and distribution of
insurance in force in other Negro companies.
Ordinary and Industrial Sales of Company
Ranches at the End of 19^8, 19 o3, & 19o0
What offices of Atlanta Life reported the largest amount of
ordinary and industrial insurance in force and in what states did Atlanta
Life have the largest share of the ordinary and industrial business in
force in Negro companies? (The writer does not intend to give a state-
by-state account of ordinary and industrial insurance in force in Atlanta
Life or the per cent of the market held in each state).
At the end of 19U8, Atlanta Life had more ordinary insurance in
force in Georgia than in any of the nine states in which the company was
operating. Ordinary insurance was $U,912 tho\isand compared to $U,U8l
thousand worth of ordinary sales in Texas. Company branches in Missouri
and Alabama had over $3 million worth of insurance in force. TABLE 6
shows the amount of insurance in force in the ^ other states.
Looking at the per cent of total ordinary insurance in force in
Kansas, one sees that Atlanta Life had practically 93 per cent of the
total ordinary insurance in Negro companies at the end of 19U8. However,
the amount represented only $1,781 thousand. In Kentucky, a state where
Atlanta Life had an even smaller amount of risks in force ($1,071 thousand),




THE SHARE OF THE NEGRO MARKET HELD BY ATL/>.NTA LIFE
IN ELEVEN STATES AT THE END OF 19U8, 19^3, & I960

















Alabeuna 3,2UU 16,923 60 1:,007 1:0 16,313 28 5,1:35 39 15,1:31: 20
Florida 1,939 36 ll:,395 27 2,863 33 15,366 27 1:,510 32 15,610 26
Georgia U,912 30 21:,216 31 6,886 29 21:, 591 33 10,090 1:2 23,711 31
Illinois — — — — 167 1 900 1 3,198 7 1,1:07 1
Kansas 1,781 93 1,381 53 3,191: 83 1,68U 36 1,1:98 72 1,706 31:
Kentucky 1,071 75 2,380 11 1,391 ho 2,731 10 659 9 2,730 7
Michigan — — — 500 3 1,21:1 3 688 2 1,337 2
Missouri 3,370 62 5,891 1:1 5,152 61i 7,362 ho 5,920 59 7,180 31:
Ohio 2,lk7 16 11,012 13 3,568 13 8,736 11: 6,569 17 9,701 15
Tennessee 2,039 Ui 9,U86 27 3,1:71 31 10,1:28 22 6,100 31 11,106 19
Texas U,U8l 1:9 26,852 1:7 6,067 73 30,321 65 11,030 1:0 30,505 1:2
*Per Cent.
Notej Negro companies s lOO;^.
Source: Based upon data secured from the Insxirance Year Book 19h9» 195U> 1961 editions.
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companies coii?)ared to 62 per cent in Missouri and ii9 per cent in Texas.
Branches in the other states considered had a fairly larf^e share of the
ordinary market held by Negro conpanies. So a conq^any can lead in absolute
terras yet hold a smaller percentage of the market. On the other hand, an
insurance company must consider other salient factors to determine whether
its large share of the market really praiseworthy. Two points to con¬
sider are the number of Negro conqjanies operating in the particular state
and the length of time they have been operating. To illustrate, Atlanta
Life, a coi)q>any that had 93 per cent of the ordinary business in Negro
conpanies operating in Kansas at the end of 19ij8, and Supreme Liberty were
the only two Negro companies selling ordinary policies. Since Supreme
Liberty, a compapy that generally holds a large share of the Negro risks
in force, had $lliO thousand worth of ordinary insurance in force compared
to Atlanta Life's $1,781 thousand, it is quite likely that the company had
not been operating in that state very long. The wid.ter feels that a
consideration of the factors mentioned would not be unnecessary because
a company has captured a large share of the market.
At the end of 19U8, Atlanta Life had $26,852 thousand worth of
industrial business in Texas, the largest amount reported bj company
branches. Insurance in force in Georgia closely followed ($2U,2l6 thou¬
sand), In Alabama and Florida, the branch offices reported $16,920
thousand and $1U,395 thousand respectively. However, the states in
which Atlanta Life had the largest per cent of the market in terms of
the Negro market were Alabama (60 per cent) and Kansas (53 per cent).
By the end of 1953# company operations had expanded to two other
states—Michigan and Illinois, Atlanta Life still wrote more ordinary
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business in Georgia, reporting a total of $6,886 thousand worth of insur¬
ance in force, Texas business was second-place once again, amounting to
$6,067 thousand. The offices in Missouri reported $5,152 thousand worth
of ordinary protection while the branches in Alabama reported $Ii,007
thousand,
Atlanta Life had the largest proportion of the Negro ordinary
market in Kansas (83 per cent) by December 31* 1953. Atlanta Life had
73 per cent of the ordinary business in Negro coit^janies operating in Texas
and 6ii per cent of the ordinary business in Missouri, The offices in the
remaining 8 states held less than UO per cent of the total Negro ordinary
business.
In Texas, industrial sales of Atlanta Life led all offices at the
end of 1953. Industrial insurance in force was $30,321 thousand in Texas
and $2h,591 thousand in Georgia. In Alabama and Florida, industrial sales
totaled $16,313 thousand and $15,366 thousand respectively.
On December 31, 1953, Atlanta Life had 65 per cent of the total
industrial protection in force in Negro conqjanies operating in Texas, the
largest share of the industrial business in eleven states. In order of
market share (Negro con^janies only), Atlanta Life had ItO per cent in the
state of Missouri, 36 per cent in Kansas, and 33 per cent in Georgia.
Going into January, 196I, Atlanta Life's branches in Texas led all
others with $11,030 thousand worth of ordinary insurance in force. The
state in which the home office is located was responsible for $10,090
thousand worth of ordinary sales while Tennessee, Alabama, and Florida
reported $6,100 thousand, $5,b35 thousand, and $U,5lO thousand respec¬
tively.
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Percentagevri.se, Atlanta Life continued to have the largest pro¬
portion of the ordinary insurance in force in Negro companies operating
in Kansas at the end of i960 even though there has been a decline at the
end of each period considered, (TABLE 6) Of the Negro companies operating
in Missouri, Atlanta Life's share of the ordinary business was ^9 ner cent.
Wherein the company branches in Texas had 73 per cent of the ordinary
insurance in Negro companies at the end of 1953> they held only hO per
cent of the ordinary business at the end of i960.
There was no appreciable increase in state sales of industrial
business by company branches at the end of I960. Industrial insurance in
force at the branch offices in Texas was -^30,^05 thousand, ^i23,711 thousand
in Georgia, $l5,6lO thovisand in Florida, and $l5,li3b thousand in Alabama.
Seven other companies had less than $12 million worth of industiri.al insur¬
ance in force.
Industrial life insurance in force in Atlanta Life compared to the
total industrial risks for the state. Atlanta Life, like most Negro com¬
panies, has geared its insurance sales towards industrial business. The
absolute figures in TABI£ 13 are indicative of this fact. What, then, is
Atlanta Life's share of the total industrial market in the eleven states
where the company operates?
Industrial insurance in Atlanta Life was between 2 per cent and
2,U per cent in U states at the end of 19U8 (TABLE 7). Atlanta Life had
2,h per cent of the total industrial business in force in Georgia, 2.2 per
cent in Alabama and Texas, and 2 per cent in the nearby state of Florida.
At the end of 1953» Atlanta Life followed a declining trend
excluding the states in which no company offices were operating at the
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TABLE 7
PER CENT OF INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE IN FORCE IN ATLANTA LIFE
TO TOTAL IN ELEVEN STATES AT THE END OF SELECTED YEARS
State 19lt8 19 ?3 i960
Alabama 2.2 1.6 1.1
Florida 2.0 l.ii 0.9
Georgia 2.1; 1.7 1.3
Illinois ♦ 0.03 0.1
Kansas 0.09 0.0“? 0.3
Kentucky O.li 0.14 0.3
Michigan ♦ 0.1 0.1
Missouri 0.7 0.7 0.7
Ohio 0.3 0.3 0.3
Tennessee 1.3 1.1 0.9
Texas 2.2 1.9 1.6
♦Not operating in these states at that time.
Source I Based upon data secured from the Insurance Year Book
19U9, 195U, and I96I.
end of 19J|8, Conpany branches in Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, and Ohio
maintained their share of the market even though it was meager.
At the end of I960, Atlanta Life had 1,6 per cent of the indus¬
trial insurance in force in Texas, 1,3 per cent in Georgia, and 1,1 per
cent in Alabama, In the remaining states, the company had less than 1
per cent of the total industrial insurance in force for the state.
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Industrial Risks in Force in Negro Companies
An analysis of the share of industrial business in force in
Negro conqjanies operating in the eleven states selected for this study
indicates that at the end of 19U8 the largest per cent or "share" of the
industrial market was in Georgia (7.8 per cent) and (7.5 per cent). See
TABLE 8. Negro companies in the remaining states were responsible for
b per cent or less of the industrial risks in force. The latter states
included Alabama, a state which the 1950 Census of Population showed had
a Negro copulation of 979*617 or 32 per cent of the total population for
the state. One cannot say that the Negro companies were concentrating
in ordinary and group sales because ordinary sales were 6/10 of 1 per
cent of total ordinary business. Group insurance in force* all of which
was handled by North Carolina Mutual, was 2/10 of 1 per cent.
By the end of 1953* Negro managed companies in Alabama had in¬
creased their share of the industrial market to 5.9 per cent, which was
the largest share held by Negro companies in any of the states considered.
Negro companies in Alabama had surpassed Negro companies in Florida and
Georgia (in terms of market share) as industrial insurance in force was
5 per cent in Georgia and 5.1 per cent in Florida.
Over half of the Negro companies showed a slight increase in
their share of total industrial risks in force at the end of i960. The
propo3rtion of the industrial market held by Negro companies had declined,
however, to U,2 per cent in Georgia and a low 3.5 per cent in Florida.
States like Florida, Alabama, and Georgia should have had a much larger
share of the market since the Negro population in these states certainly
is not small and this is their "area of specialization,"
TABLE 8
PER CENT OF INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE IN FORCE IN NEGRO COMPANIES
TO TOTAL IN ELEVEN STATES AT THE END OF 1918, 1953, & I960
State 19ii8 1953 i960
Alabama 3.7 5.9 5.I1
Florida 7.5 5.0 3.5
Georgia 7.8 5.1 U.2
Illinois l.h U.2 5.2
Kansas 0.2 0.3 1.9
Kentucky U.3 3.6 U.7
Michigan 3.2 3.I1 5.6
Missouri 1.7 1.8 2.1
Ohio 2,h 2.3 2.3
Tennessee 2.3 U,9 5.0
Texas h.7 2.9 3.9
Sourcei Based upon
19U9, 19and I961.
data secured from the Insurance Year Book
Atlanta Life's Rate of Growth in Georgia
Atlanta Life’s rate of growth in ordinary and industrial life
insvirance in Georgia is not indicative of the rate of growth of these
classes of insurance in 10 other states and is to be considered in terms
of Georgia business alone.
One would expect Atlanta Life to have an increase in industrial
insurance each year, especially in the home state. However, the company
experienced decreases over the previous year's risks in force in 5 of the
3?
13 years considered in this study. As recent as 1959 and I960, the company
had decreases of 2.3 per cent and 2.1 per cent respectively in industrial
business in force. (TABLE 9) The company did, however, have an increasing
rate of growth in ordinary risks.
The Leader Among Competing Negro Companies in Eleven States
This study of insxjrance in force necessitates a consideration of
the leading Negro con^^anies among competing Negro companies. As I have
done in other sections of this paper, I will consider only ordinary and
industrial insurance in force.
The leading Negro company in the Negro market at the end of 19148.
At the end of 19U8, Atlanta Life held \xS per cent of the total ordinary
business in force in Negro companies operating in Alabama and 60 per cent
of the industid.al business. These figures represent'^d the largest share,
both ordinary and industrial, held by any Negro company in that state.
Considering Negro companies only, at the end of the same period, Atlanta
Life also had the largest share of the ordinary and industrial risks in
force in Kansas, Missouid., and Texas. The company had 93 per cent of the
ordinary business reported by the three Negro companies operating in
Kansas, 62 per cent in Missouri, and U9 per cent in Texas. Of the total
industrial bTisiness in Negro companies in the same three states, Atlanta
Life had 53 per cent in Kansas, Ul per cent in Missouri, and ii7 per cent
in Texas.
In Florida, Afro-American Life Insurance Company led Negro com¬
panies in ordinary and industrial sales, having 52 per cent of the Negro
ordinary business and U5 pjer cent of the industrial business reported by
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TABLE 9
ATLANTA LIFE'S RATE OF GROWTH IN ORDINARY AND INDUSTRIAL












19U8 $ 2li,2l6 $ 1:,912
19li9 20,U99 -15.3* 5,320 / 8.3
1950 23,7U9 /15.9 5,7Ul / 7.9
1951 22,777 - U.i 6,0UU / 5.3
1952 2U,23ii / 6.6 6,659 /10.2
1953 2li,591 / 1.3 6,886 / 3.1:
19 5U 2ii,662 / 0.3 7,035 / 2.2
1955 2U,7U7 / 0.3 7,269 / 3.3
1956 2U,777 / 0.1 7,533 / 3.6
1957 2ii,U73 - 1.2 7,93li / 5.3
1958 2U,777 / 1.2 9,11:7 /15.3
1959 2ii,213 - 2.3 9,1:65 / 3.1:
I960 23,711 - 2.1 10,090 / 6.2
■»Shifting base,
♦^Dollar amounts in thousands.
Source: Based upon data secured from the InsTirance Year Book
19U9-1961.
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the said con^sanies. Supreme Liberty Life Insurance Company not only held
the largest share of the contracts in force in Negro conqsanies in the
State of Illinois—66 per cent of the ordinar:^ market and 87 per cent of
the industrial market—but also held the largest share of the insTorance
in force in Negro companies operating in Ohio—U6 per cent, ordinary and
h2 per cent, industrial. Ordinary insurance for this company was 80 per
cent of the total Negro business in Michigan. However, industrial sales
by Great Lakes Mutual Life Insurance Company led, the conpany having 80
per cent of the total industrial sales, (TABLE 10)
In Georgia, Pilgrim Health & Life Insurance Company reported the
largest amount of ordinary and industrial insurance in force in Negro
companies which represented }?. per cent and 33 per cent respectively,
Atlanta Life had the largest share (75 per cent) of the Negro ordinary
business in Kentucky; however, Mammoth Life & Accident Insurance Company
held the largest share (U7 per cent) of the total industrial business in
force in Negro companies, Atlanta Life’s ordinary business in force in
Tennessee practically matched North Carolina Mutual’s #1 figure, which
comprised h2 per cent of the Negro market. Atlanta Life held the ^1
position among Negro con^janies on the basis of industrial insurance in
force, reporting $9>U86 thovisand worth of insurance in force or 27 per
cent of the industrial insurance in Negro conpanies.
. , , at the end of I960. It is notable that the leading Negro
companies at the end of 19U8 led in both ordinary and industrial risks
in force at the end of i960 in 8 states. For exan^jle, in Florida, Afro-
American still led all Negro coiq^anies in ordinary and industrial insurance
in force even though the company’s share of the market had dropped—ordinary
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TABLE 10
THE LEADING NEGRO COMPANY IN EACH STATE ON THE BASIS OF TOTAL ORDINARY
AND INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE IN FORCE IN NEGRO COMPANIES AT THE END OF 19li8, 19?3, & I960
State
19U8 1 1953 I960
Ordinary Industrial Ordinary Industrial Ordinary Industrl al
Alabama Atlanta Life (U5) Atlanta Life (60) Atlanta Life (UO) Booker T. (U9) Atlanta Life (39) Booker T. (6I)




Florida Afro-American (14.3) Afro-American (38)
Georgia Pilgrim H. & L. (32) Pilgrim H. & L. (33) Pilgrim H. & L. (30) Atlanta Life (33) Atlanta Life (U2) Atlanta Life (31)
Illinois Supreme Liberty (66) Stipreme Liberty (87) Supreme Liberty (5l) Chicago Met. (68) Chicago Met, (35) Chicago Met. (71)
Kansas Atlanta Life (93) Atlanta Life (53) Atlanta Life (83) Universal (146) Atlanta Life (72) Atlanta Life (57)
Kentucky Atlanta Life (75) Mammoth L. & A, (U7) Atlanta Life (UO) Mammoth L. & A. (5l) Mammoth L. A, (66) Mammoth L. & A. (59)
Michigan Supreme Liberty (30) Great Lakes Mut, (80) Supreme Liberty (57) Great Lakes Mut, (79) Great Lakes Mut. (50) Great Lakes Mut, (U8)
Missouri Atlanta Life (62) Atlanta Life (Iil) Atlanta Life (6U) Atlanta Life (liO) Atlanta Life (59) Universal L. & A. (36)
Ohio Supreme Liberty (h6) Supreme Liberty (1;2) Supreme Liberty (39) Supreme Liberty (37) Supreme Liberty (14 5) Supreme Liberty (50)
Tennessee N. C. Mutual (U2) Atlanta Life (27) Universal L. & A. (33) Universal L. & A. (27) Universal L. & A. (3U! Universal L. & A. (25)
Texas Atlanta Life (U9) Atlanta Life (U7) Atlanta Life '^3) Atlanta Life (65) Atlanta Life (hO) Universal L. & A. (I45)
Total Negro market in each state z 100%. Figvires in parentheses represent the share of the market held by the company concerned.
Source; Based upon data secured from the Insurance Year Book, 19h9, 19?U, 1961.
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insurance, 37 per cent; industrial insurance, 38 per cent. This company
had maintained its position at the end of three periods; namely, 19^8,
1953i and i960. In Kansas, Atlanta Life, the leading Negro company
serving the Negro market primarily, held 72 per cent of the ordinary
market and 57 per cent of the industrial market. Furthermore, Atlanta
Life led all Negro companies in ordinary and industrial risks in force in
Georgia. The con^any had h2 per cent of the ordinary business reported
by con^jeting Negro companies in that state and 31 per cent of the ind\is-
trial instirance. In Michigan, Great Lakes succeeded in obtaining the #1
position among Negro companies, ordinary and industrial, by having 50
per cent of the ordinary business and per cent of the total industrial
business in Negro coufianies.
In Illinois, Chicago Metropolitan had taken the lead entirely
from Supreme Liberty with 35 per cent of the ordinary business in Negro
companies and 71 per cent of the industrial business. Supreme Liberty
still held the top position among Negro companies operating in Ohio. The
said company had I4.5 per cent of total ordinary business in Negro conpanies
and 50 per cent of total industrial insurance .... In Tennessee,
Universal, the leading company among Negro companies, had 3U per cent of
the ordinary business and 25 per cent of the industrial business. Vlhareas
Atlanta life had led all Negro companies in ordinary sales in Kentucky at
the end of 19U8 and 1953> Mammoth now held 66 per cent of the ordinary
market and 59 per cent of the industrial market.
Atlanta Life still had the largest share of Negro ordinary bMnsss
in Alabama (39 per cent) but Booker T. Washington led at the end of I960
with 61 per cent of total Negro industrial insurance in force. In Texas,
Atlanta Life’s ordinary business was firstplace once again; the company
had UO per cent of all ordinary risks in force in Negro companies. Uni¬
versal had taken the industrial lead with U? per cent of the industrial
business in force in the said con^anies.
In Missouri, Atlanta Life's ordinary business was 59 per cent of
the ordinary risks in force in Negro companies. However, the largest share
of the industrial business in Negro con5)anies was held by Universal life.
This figure was per cent. Universal had also taken the lead in Missouri,
the company having 36 per cent cf the industrial business in Negro companies.
Per Cent of Total Insurance in Force in
Negro Companies at the End of Selected Periods
The per cent of insurance in force in Negro companies to the total
is insignificant. However, one may find it interesting to see the share of
the market that Negro companies do have in the states where Atlanta Life
operates.
Of eleven states considered in this study, Negro companies, at
the end of 19U8, had less than 1 per cent of the total business in six
states. (TABLE 11) Negro conpanies in Georgia had 2.9 per cent and 2.2
per cent in Florida, Companies in three other states had 1,5 per cent to
1 per cent of the total business.
Going into January, 19'lU, Negro coupanies in seven states had less
than 1 per cent of the total business, Conpanies in Georgia had l.*^ per
cent. In two other states—Florida and Tennessee—Negro companies held
1.3 per cent of total insurance in force.
On December 31> I960, Negro coitpanies had less than 1 per cent of
the market in 10 of the states considered in this study, Negro coitpanies
in Alabama held 1.1 per cent of total life insurance in force.
hi
TABLE 11
PER CENT OF TOTAL INSURANCE IN FORCE IN NEGRO COMPANIES
IN SELECTED STATES AT THE END OF 19U8, 19^3, & I960
State 19ii8 1953 i960
Alabama 1.5 1.8 1.1
Florida 2.2 1.3 0.5
Georgia 2.9 1.8 0.9
Illinois 0.3 0.5 o.U
Kansas 0.2 0.3 0.1
Kentucky 1.0 0.8 0.7
Michigan 0.5 O.U 0.5
Missouri o.L 0.3 0.2
Ohio 0.5 O.l o.U
Tennessee i.l 1.3 0.1
Texas 0.9 o.U 0.3
Source; Based upon information taken from the Insurance Year
Book, 19U9, 1951;, and 1961.
It appears that as the number of companies increases to meet the
needs of the increasing population and as companies increase the size of
policies issued, Negro conpanies retain a much smaller share of the
market.
Even though the per cent of the Negro population to the total
population in Alabama, Florida, and Georgi.a declined from 1950 to I960,
Negro companies in these states should still have had a larger share of
the market. Negroes comprised "^0 per cent of the total population in
Alabama at the end of I960 with a median income that was 55 per cent as
high as that for the average family in the state. So it wonld seem that
Negro companies would hold about 5 per cent of the total market, at
least. At the end of the same period, Negro residents of Georgia repre¬
sented 28 per cent of the population for that state with a median income
that was 5U per cent as high as the median family income. Yet the Negro
insurance companies operating in that state did not have 1 per cent of
the market.
Population shifts, although influential, are not wholly respons¬
ible for the failure of Negro companies in the South to have a much
larger share of the insurance market. Even with the large increases in
the Negro population from 1950 to 1959 in Illinois (70,5 per cent),
Michigan (60.9 per cent), and Ohio (58.1 per cent), these companies have
far less Negro business than they should.
Negro companies defira.tely need to increase their share of the
market. Mr. S. L. 3itnon, President of the National Insurance Association
in 1958, stated;
The type of growth needed by us (Negro companies) is not
hasty and cancerous growth . . . but a growth in keeping with
the advances of the industry as a whole and not measured by the
miniature yardstick of our own accomplishments,5
^E. L, Simon, "President's Page," The Pilot VII (Third Quarter,
1958), p. 5.
CHAPTER IV
OUTLOOK FOR THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY
Although conpetition in the life insurance field has been very
keenly developed, the outlook for the business remains favorable.
Most indications are that current insurance protection is not
adequate. "... the insurance public as a distinct entity is growing
to unprecedented proportions. The general population growth after World
War II has been phenomenal,"^ According to a recent report, there has
been a rapid increase in the number reaching the age of 18 since I96O,
Beginning around 196li, new households will show a dramatic increase,
running about a million a year in the remaining years of the Sixties,
Since the better educated part of the popiilation accounts for most of
the dollar amount of policies, it is of great significance that annual
college enrollments, which now run to about 3*200,000 a year, are expected
to double by 1970, This is an indication of the tremendous job that the
insurance business has to do~first to demonstrate the needs to the
public and secondly to provide coverage in "realistic amounts,"
Since Negro comoanies sell primarily to Negroes, it would indeed
be wise for them to consider such factors as the population and income
increases for Negroes—not only in the areas where they currently operate
but in other areas as well—in order to adequately serve the Negro market
and hence grow.
Our Negro managed companies face a most crucial test . . .
in the years ahead. Our natural market is just arriving in this
higher standaixl of living. They are under-insured from the
^ife Insurance Association of America, op, cit., p, lU,
start, but their "wants" press hard against their "needs" and
either we, or otir con^etition from without must "hard sell
needs over wants" if their best interest is to be served.
Also, since their best interest is our only excuse for being,
we must serve to survive—we must grow or go J ^
7j, D. Grantham, "Case History: Chi. Met Plans for the 60's,"
The Pilot, IX, No, h (Winter Issue, I960), p, 10,
CHAPTER V
SITMARY
The results of operations in any business endeavor—absolute or
percentage-wise—should be related to various aspects of company opera¬
tions as well as to the industry. This comparative analysis was designed
to reflect the position of Atlanta Life, in particular, relative to other
companies in the industry.
Tables 6 and 7 give important information on ordinary and indus¬
trial sales by Atlanta Life Insurance Ccanpany. To recapitulate, Atlanta
Life held the largest share of the Negro ordinary market at the end of
I9I48 in Alabama, Texas, Kansas, Missouri, and Kentucky, By the end of
i960, the company was consistent in maintaining its position in the first
four states mentioned (in 19U8) even though the per cent of the Negro
ordinary business held had declined in most cases. Atlanta Life also had
the largest share of the ordinary business in Negro companies operating
in Georgia,
On December 31^ 19U8, Atlanta Life was the leading Negro company
(among Negro companies) selling industrial insurance in Alabama, Texas,
Kansas, Missouri, and Tennessee, Going into Januaiy, 1961, it led in
Kansas and Georgia only, indicating the difficulty of maintaining a lead
when one specializes in such an erratic type of insurance. Even though
the insurance agent has a tendency to push industrial policies (ease of
sale, for example), he should keep in mind that persons purchasing
ordinaiy insurance are generally "insurance conscious" and hence aire
likely to keep their policies under unfavorable circumstances.
Even though Atlanta Life increased insurance in force in all
states over the 13-year period of this study, a consideration of the
rate of grovfth in Georgia over a 12-year period revealed decreases in
industrial insurance during several years and small increases in ordinary
insurance in force,
Insxirance in force in Negro companies. Industrial insurance com¬
prises over 3/h of the total insurance sales of most Negro companies
operating during the period of this study. North Carolina Mutual i/rote
group insurance over the entire period in the states iidiere the company
operates. Supreme Liberty, Great Lsdces Mutual, and Golden State Mutual
sold gro^ policies in a few states during the last fevr years of this
study.
The fact that many Negro conpanies write very little ordinary
insurance seams to indicate that the Negro breadwinner, on the average,
does not carry enough life insurance to provide for the future security
of his family. In fact, the policies carried are often-times insrificient
to cover the ever-increasing burial expenses.
The future for the in3\a*ance industry. The insurance business as
a whole enjoys the strongest financial position in its long history and
is well situated to absorb continued expansion.
In the fall 19'58 issue of The Pilot, Mr. E. L. Simon indicated
the following criteria for the success of an insurance company.
Each and every worker in every department, despite his
function or title, must recognize that he has some responsi¬
bility for the company's growth. Such a concept, initiated
at the head and planted in the mind of all personnel, properly
nurtured, will not only grow itself, but will promote growth.
APPENDIX
TABLE 12
ORDINARy AND INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE IN FORCE IN NEGRO
COMPANIES IN ELEVEN STATES AT THE END OF I960
(Figures in Thousands)
Ordinary Industrial
Company Amount Per Cent* Amount Per Cent
Alabama
ATLANTA LIFE 39 $15,U3U 20
Afro-American 935 7 1,250 2
Booker T,
Washington ~ — U7,719 61
N. C. Mutual U,222 31 hfUhl 5
Pilgrim H. & L. 3,200 23 9,29ii 12
Florida
ATLANTA LIFE li,5l0 32 15,610 26
Afro-American 5,162 37 22,812 38
Central Life 3,863 28 19,929 3U
Pilgrim H. & L. U39 3 1,012 2
Cjeorgia
ATLANTA LIFE 10,090 U2 23,711 31
Afro-American U,U87 19 11,668 15
Guaranty Life 1,003 h 6,5U1 8
N. C. Mutual ■ IW — 1U,731 19
Pilgrim H. & L, 8,2U3 35 20,717 27
Illinois
ATLANTA LIFE 3,198 8 1,U07 1
Chicago Met* 15,503 35 87,862 71
Golden State 9,788 22 3,87U 3
Mammoth L. & A, 3,280 8 12,373 10
Supreme Liberty 8,91i5 20 19,l6b 15
Victory Life 3,098 7 ~
Kansas
ATLANTA LIFE 1,U98 72 1,706 3h
Supreme Liberty lii5 7 lt22 9
Universal Life hh2 21 2,850 57
Kentucky
ATUNTA LIFE 659 9 2,730 7
Domestic L. & A, 1,615 21 10,67U 29
*Per cent of Negro market
TABLE 12 — Continued
Company
Ordinary Industrial
Amount Per Cent Amount Per Cent
Kentucky (con’t.)
e 5,067Mammoth L. & A. 66 $22,012 59
Supreme Liberty 315 U 1,665 5
Michigan
688ATLANTA LIFE 2 1,337 2
Detroit Met. 3,833 10 29,919 35
Golden State 2,U09 6 6li2 1
Great Lakes 19,385 50 1:1,U 50 as
Supreme Liberty 12,733 33 12,620 15
Missouri
ATLANTA LIFE 5,920 60 7,180 33
Chicago Met, 22U 2 1,666 8
Mammoth Life U25 U 1,122 5
Supreme Liberty 1,303 13 3,719 18
Universal Life 2,105 21 7,561 36
Ohio
ATLANTA LIFE 6,569 17 9,701 15
Domestic L, & A, 2,592 7 11,595 18
Great Lakes 1,736 5 3,569 6
Mammoth L. & A. 5,766 15 7,167 11
Supreme Liberty 17,6UO U5 31,839 5b
Victory Mutual U,577 11 — --
Tennessee
ATLANTA LIFE 6,100 31 11,106 19
Domestic L. & A. 2h 0.1 329 1
Mammoth L, & A. 632 3 1:38 1
N, C. Mutual 5,161 27 9,11:7 16
Supreme Liberty 953 5 8,660 15
Union Protective ~ — 11:,150 21:
Universal Life 6,51:2 31: ll:,372 2a
Texas
ATLANTA LIFE 11,030 UO 30,505 a2
Afro-American 68U 3 5,91:2 8
Golden State 9,91:6 36 3,251 5
Universal Life 5,657 21 33,061 a5
Note: Totals may not add up to 100$ due to rounding.
Source: Insurance Year Book, Spectator Compary, I96I
■^0
TABLE 13
INSURANCE IN FORCE IN SELECTED COMPANIES




Amount Per Cent* Amount Per Cent Amount Per Cent
ALABAMA
New York Life $ 236,9Ui 6 $ 39,U98 1 $
Liberty Nat'l 691,78U 18 — — 6U8,900 U5
Metropolitan life 265,933 7 355,982 13 UA,3li8 3
Protective life lU9,3lil h li02,U20 15
Prudential Ins\3r. Co. 19^,769 3 282,881 10 5,570 O.li
FLORIDA
Metropolitan life 939,982 11 368,8ii2 10 138,503 8
Prudential Ins\ir, Co. 1,159,799 13 U91,25l 13 69,213 h
Gulf Life 5lli,88o 6 283,2U0 8 195,U96 12
New York Life 5Uii,395 6 50,193 1
Equitable Life, N. Y. 336,020 h 178,710 5 — —
GEORGIA
Metropolitan Life 537,993 10 U55,6U2 12 122,213 7
New York Life 272,303 5 UU,Uii 1
Mutual Life, N. Y. 128,517 2 17,683 1
Northwestern Mutual 12S,UU3 2 •• ——
Ti-Per cent of total market
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TABLE 13 — Continued
Ordinary Grou]p Industrial
State Amount Per Cent Amount Per Cent Amount Per Cent
ILLINOIS
Metropolitan Life ^3,763,911 18 #2,699,970 19 # 793,377 33
Prudential Insur. Co. 3,607,5U0 17 1,021,11*9 7 523,212 22
New York Life 1,1*32,673 7 21*8 ,U71 2
Equitable Life, N. Y. 1,276,21*0 6 1,5U6,639 11 —
Northwestern Mutual 1,017,677 5 — “ — —
KANSAS
Prudential Insur. Co. 512,776 ih 93,830 6 61,1*19 23
New York Life 3U1,629 9 17,887 1 ...
Metropolitan Life 316,089 8 23h,826 11* 57,007 22
Northwestern Mutual 153,226 1* —
Equitable Life, N. Y. 198,L76 5 213,315 13 — —
KENTUCKY
Metropolitan life Ul9,6lli 11 Ul5,750 21 102,939 13
Prudential Insur. Co. 353,968 9 209,829 10 1*7,1*08 6
Mutual Benefit, N. J. 163,229 u 5,61*7 0.3
Commonwealth 1*18,662 11 86,630 h 161,916 20
Northwestern 158,377 1* — — —
MICHIGAN
Metropolitan Life 1,900,891 lU 2,537,312 23 1*27,887 28
Prudential Insur. Co. 1,832,302 13 961,291* 9 23i*,67i* 15
Northwestern Mutual 608,520 U
Mutual Benefit, N, J. 1*21*,5l6 3 58,072 0.5 tm M
New York Life 556,713 1* 63,165 0,6 —
^2
TABLE 13 — Continued
State Ordinary Group Industrial
Amount Per Cent Amount Per Cent Amount Per Cent
MISSOURI
Metropolitan $1,21:9,136 15 $ 887,5^ 19 $ 26l:,075 26
Prudential Insur. Co. 1,120,U21 13 325,906 7 171,606 17
New York Life 1:75,938 6 l:2,lil:0 0.9
Northwestern Mutual 231,1:99 3
Equitable Life, N. Y. 273,137 3 10:5,533 10 — —
OHIO
Prudential Insur. Co. 3,393,1:89 17 1,51:2,263 12 1:60,162 17
Metropolitan Life 2,250,992 11 2,732,252 22 U80,563 17
Northwestern Mutual 785,931 h
New York Life 957,511: 5 157,301 1
Western & Southern 1,013,83b 5 1:9,715 O.L 685,025 25
TENNESSEE
Metropolitan life 1:80,037 10 659,275 20 105,31:1 9
New York life 201:,931: 1: 1:6,920 1
Prudential Insur. Co. 251:, 572 5 31:0,999 10 10,157 0,9
National L. & A. 230,025 5 15,826 0.5 238,309 20Northwestern Mutual 139,11:0 3 — — ~
TEXAS
Southwestern 1,393,321 8 357,598 1: WM
Sreat Southern 6lb,198 1: 91:, 820 1 w
American National 967,201: 5 191:,01:2 2 626,306 33
Southland 589,915 3 113,382 1 1,787 0.1
Lincoln National 572,1:33 3 56,610 0.6
Source: Dollar amounts obtained from the Insvirance Year Book, I96I
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TABLE II4
PER CENT OF INCREASE IN INSURANCE IN FORCE IN






Metropolitan Life $ 213,199 $ 666,263 212
N, C. Mutual 5,365 8,669 62
Prudential 112,165 U83,220 331
FLORIDA
Metropolitan Life Mi,639 1,141l7,327 320
Gulf Life 292,17U 993,616 2U0
Afro-American 27,Il08 27,97U 2
GEORGIA
Metropolitan Life U68,357 I,ll5,8ii8 138
New York life 128,6hl 316,7UU 68
Guaranty 7,91ii 7,5hU -5
ILLINOIS
Metropolitan Life 3,221,115 7,257,258 125
Equitable Life 1,029,938 2,822,879 17li
Supreme Liberty 32,1l52 30,819 -5
KANSAS
Prudential 229,lill 668,025 191
Metropolitan Life 260,953 607,922 133
Supreme Liberty 777 567 -27
KENTUCKY
Coiwnonwealth I8l;,88li 667,208 261
Prudential 262,385 611,205 133
Mammoth L. & A« 10,596 27,079 156
MlCHIGAN
Metropolitan Life 1,973,323 U,866,090 lli7
Prudential 1,035,589 3,028,270 192
Great Lakes 30,li56 6l,59U 102
MISSOURI
Prudential 710,9U5 1,617,933 128
Metropolitan Life 1,235,797 2,Uoi,775 9U
Universal Life 1i,893 9,666 98





Western & Southern e 866,31U $l,7U8,57ii 102
Prudential 1,971,1!?1 5,395,9lii 17U
Domestic L, & A. 12,720 lii,l87 12
TENNESSEE
National L. & A. 208,931 IjSIt ,l6o 132
Metropolitan Life U71,979 1,2UU,653 16U
Universal Life 8,765 20,91U 139
TEXAS
Southwestern 655,601 1,750,919 167
Great Southern 335,898 709,018 111
Golden State 2,683 13,678 lilO
Source: Insurance Year Book, 19li9, 1961.
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TABLE IS
INCREASE IN INSURANCE IN FORCE IN COl-IPANIES OPERATING
IN ELEVEN STATES FOR THE PERIODS 19iifi-1953 AND 1953-1959
State 19U8-1953* 1953-1959«*
Amount Per Cent Amount Per Cent
ALABA14A
ATLANTA LIFE $ 153 0.8 $ l6li 0.3
Negro Con^janies 33,983 95.5 lB,l6ii 26.1
All Companies 1,Ii89,287 62.3 3,635,189 93.7
FLORIDA
ATLANTA LIFE 1,895 11.6 1,621 8.9
Negro Companies 5,273 8.8 8,050 12.U
All Companies 2,222 ,li0l4 82.6 7,795,261 158.)4
GEORGEA
ATLANTA LIFE 2,3U9 8.1 2,201 7.0
Negro Companies 3,538 3.7 12,602 12.7
All Companies 2,320,056 70.1 5,3^5,788 9U.9
ILLINOIS
ATLANTA LIFE — 222 20.3
Negro Companies 81,158 202.0 UU,5o6 36.7
All Companies 6,983,855 U5.6 15,567,620 69.8
KANSAS
ATLANTA LIFE 1,716 5U.3 -h9 -1.0
Negro Coupanies h,03h 89.1 79 0.9
All Coirpanies 1,323,823 6U,6 2,lil0,3lilt 71.1;
KENTUCKY
ATLANTA LIFE 671 19 .U 7h 1.8
Negro Companies 6,071 25.U ll,9li7 39.8
All Companies 1,263,529 5U.0 2,506,530 69.6
MICHIGAN
ATUNTA UFE — 6h 3.7
Negro Con^anies 18,82U U2.3 56,717 89.6
All Companies 5,363,22li 58.3 10,251,218 70.il
MISSOURI




TABLE l5 — Continued
State 19U8-1953 1953-1959
Amoxmt Per Cent Ajnount Per Cent
MISSOURI (Con't.)
Negro Companies $ 6,6lh 33.6 $ 3,76U llx.3
All Companies 2,532,062 U6.7 5,095,8U9 6ix.0
OHIO
ATLANTA LIFE 3,U8l 39.5 3,ii22 27.8
Negro Companies 17,188 26.9 20,607 25.1
All Companies 6,727,139 50.6 12,997,997 65.0
TENNESSEE
ATLf\NTA LIFE 2,37U 20.6 3,61x0 26.2
Negro Companies 18,U37 U5.8 8,281 Ilx.l
All Companies 1,733,529 60.5 3,827,1x19 83.2
TEXAS
ATLANTA LIf’E 5,055 16.1 3,687 10.1
Negro Companies -11,38U -17.1 36,133 65.U
All Conpanies 6,27ii,836 81.6 13,325,326 95.ii
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